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Meet ETHELRED JONES, acclaimed film director of the bizarre; CLYTEMNESTRA, his beautiful
'bacterial' artist wife and the rest of this discordant quintet, the disgraced 'donor' doctor, CHARLES
CONRAD CROSBY; the priapic black giant Man Friday named MONDAY and TRISOMY - a child old
beyond her years - all melded together in the creation of the ultimate cinematic and art experience, STILL
LIFE. Into this monstrous mélange comes the unsuspecting OSWALD ARGENT, an aspiring thespian more
narcissus than actor, who finds himself - literally - taking 'a step too far' when accepting a misleading role in
the meticulously planned STILL LIFE scenario. On entering the rarefied world of Bethlem Báthory, the
JONES'S mysterious isolated country mansion known to the locals as Castle Dracula, the devious young
OSWALD finds his film debut more gourmet than glamorous. Enter BRYAN SCIMA, his former lover who,
by chance, ends up as Lady of the Manor with distant neighbour, SIR MILES ANSTRUTHER, a wealthy
property developer. Coincidence follows coincidence through never-ending scenes of gratuitous violence
mixed with glamour and the grotesque. Set in London, Italy and Morocco, STILL LIFE is an articulate,
cynical novel filled with black humour at its most humorous; a volcanic-volatile hot bed of sex, greed,
money and destruction. The story, which runs at a breath-taking pace, will keep the reader riveted in more
ways than one. STILL LIFE is an 'up and down' ride which gathers momentum leading up to an
unprecedented climax. Think EDGAR ALLAN POE meets FREUD, THE MARQUIS DE SADE and NOEL
COWARD in a mind-blowing gang bang and you are almost there. To quote ETHELRED JONES, 'We stuff
the snuff!'
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From reader reviews:

Kevin House:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important work, like
looking for your favorite reserve and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your short lived problem; you
can add your knowledge by the publication entitled Still Life. Try to face the book Still Life as your close
friend. It means that it can to get your friend when you sense alone and beside that course make you smarter
than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you much more confidence
because you can know everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience in addition to
knowledge with this book.

Shawn Midkiff:

Still Life can be one of your nice books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away because
this book has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in language, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her effort to place every word into
joy arrangement in writing Still Life although doesn't forget the main place, giving the reader the hottest
along with based confirm resource information that maybe you can be considered one of it. This great
information can easily drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial considering.

Sheree Gonzalez:

Do you like reading a reserve? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book was rare? Why so many
problem for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes
examining, not only science book but additionally novel and Still Life or maybe others sources were given
know-how for you. After you know how the good a book, you feel want to read more and more. Science
guide was created for teacher or even students especially. Those textbooks are helping them to add their
knowledge. In different case, beside science book, any other book likes Still Life to make your spare time
more colorful. Many types of book like here.

Carl Vang:

A lot of reserve has printed but it differs. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the most
effective book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is called of book
Still Life. You can include your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it might add your
knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most crucial that, you must aware about publication. It can
bring you from one location to other place.
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